
(b)

t 3 -t. -l 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 4

C I 1.57 t2.36 t2.36 t2.36 12.36 12.36 12.36

,1+ c(t) : 12.36

The limit does not exist because the limits from the right and
left are not equal.

6:0.4 37.6=*-0.oqt
L : 8. Let6 : 0.01/3 - 0.0033.

L : 1. Let 6 : 0.01/5 = 0.002.
6 45. -3 47. 3 49. 0 51. 10

59. :9
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3
65. (a) r=:-0.9549cm

5.5 6.5(b) 
= 

. r . F,orapproximately 0.8'754 < r < 1.0345
L.lt L,t

(c) lim 2nr =6le:0.5:6-0.0796

x - 0.001 -0.0001 -0.00001

,f(r) 2.7196 2.7r84 2.7183

x 0.00001 0.0001 0.001

f(*) 2.7183 2.7181 2.7169

lim f(x) : 2.7183
r+0"

6 : 0.001
(1.999,2.001)
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67.

35.

39.

41.

43.

57.

lgrt'l : i
The graph has a hole
atx = 1.

53. 2 55. 4

|gg/t") : o

The graph has a hole
atx:9.

or decrease withoul
bound as x
approaches c.

69.

Domain: [-5,4) u (4, m) Domain: [0, s) u (s' oo)

61.

63.

Answers will vary. Sample answer: As x approaches 8 from
either side,/(x) becomes arbitrarily close to 25.
(i) The values of/ approach (ii) The values of/increase

0

71. False. The existence or nonexistence of/(x) at 'x: c has no

bearing on the existence of the limit of /(x) as r -) c'

73. False. See Exercise 17.

75, Yes. As x approaches 0.25 from either side' -I; becomes

arbitrarily close to 0.5.
sin nx

77. lim
rJO X

79-81. Proofs 8il. Answers will vary'
85. Putnam Problem 81, 1986

Section 1.3 (Page 67)

2.@2

(a) 0 (b) -5
5. 8 7. -r 9. 0 11"7

17. tl2 15. tls 21. 7 n.
25. (a) 3 (:b) 2 (c) 2 27' 1

33. t/2 35. -l 37. (a) l0

different numbers as x
approaches c from different
sides of c.

(iii) The values of / oscillate between two fixed numbers as x
approaches c.

(a) 0 (b) About 0.52 or n/6
13.2 15. I
(a) 4 (b) 64 (c) 64

29. tlz 31. I
(b) 5 (c) 6 (d) 312

39. (a) 64 (b) 2 k) 12 (d) 8

41. (a) - | (b) -2
t2-v

grx\ : !-1and /(x) : x - | agree except at x '= 0.

(c)

t 2 2.5 2.9 3 3.1 3.5 4

C r 0,78 tI.57 tl.5'7 lt.5't t2.36 12.36 12.36
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43. (a) 2 (b) 0
x3_ xg(x) = 
- 

and f(x) = x2 + x agreeexceptatr = 1.

45. -2
x2-l/(x) : 

- 
and g(x) : "r - 1 agree except atx = -7.

47. t2
-3-o

/(x) :Tands(x) =x:+x-z

83.

..r r /1 t n,,.,,,,, u \/ ! uvr"

'1

Answers will vary. Example:

The graph has a hole at x : 0.

49.

59.

65.
17.

-1 51. 1/8 53. s/6 55.

-t/9 61.2 8.2x-2
\/s 67. 0 69. 0 71. 0

2

73. | 75. 3/2

The graph has a hole at -r : 0.

x - 0.1 -0.01 - 0.001

f(r) -0.263 -0.251 -0.250

x 0.001 0.01 0,t

tk) - 0.250 -0.249 - 0.238

t mlt/Q + x)) * (112) _.r+0 X

2x * 4agreeexceptatx:2

r/6 57. rs/to
-. sin x2Im- = 0rJO X

85. 3 87. -t/(x + 3)2 89. 4"*lFK;l* *,lFK,

95.

79.

ytlPJ= o'354 (e.,,ur rimit is-! = +)

I )i t I rhe graph has a hore at", : o.'lTfl'
Answers wtrr vafl Example:

I \

t -0.t -0.0r 0 0.01 0.1

f(t) 2.96 2.9996 ,| 2.9996 2.96

-. sin 3rlrm_ _ 3r+o t

0
The graph has a hole at x : 0.

97, /and g agree at all but one point ifc is a real number such that
f&) : sG) for all x * c.

99. An indeterminate form is obtained when evaluating a limit
using direct substitution produces a meaningless fractional
form, such as $.

The magnitudes of/(x) and g(x) are
approximately equal when x is
close to 0. Therefore, their ratio is
apprgximately l.

103. -64 ft/sec (speed : 64ft/sec) 105. -29.4m/sec
101. Letf(x) : t/x and sG) : -t/x.

Jg/{") and liq s(x) do not exist. However,

l'15 t/t') + s(.r)l = *S [+ . (-)-1 = l,$ 0 : 0

and therefore does exist.
10$113. Proofs

115.Lern*t=[ 4'ifx>0
[-4. ifx < 0

linl/(x)l =lim4:4r-U rJO

lgg/{t) does not exist because forx < O, f(x) = -4 and for
x>O,f(x):4.

10t.

81.

-0.250 (o",uu,limit is -i.)

The graph has a hole at r : 0

-2t

r - 0.1 -0.01 - 0.00r 0 0.001 0.01 0.1

f(r) - 0.1 -0.01 -0.001
,| 0.001 0.01 0.1

x -0.t -0.0r -0.001 0.00r 0.01 0.1

f(x) 0.358 0.354 0.354 0.354 0.353 0.349

-1
Answers will vary. Example:



123.

125.

117, False. The limit does not exist because the function approaches
I from the right side of 0 and approaches - I from the left
side of0. (See graph below.)

2

-2

119. True.
121. False. The limit does not exist because/(x) approaches 3 from

the left side of 2 and approaches 0 from the right side of 2. (See
graph below.)

4

Proof

(a)Allx+0,[+nn

The domain is not obvious. The hole at -r : 0 is not
apparent from the graPh.
l1(c) 1 {a\ 1

121. The graphing utility was not set in radian mode.

Section 1.4 (page 78)
1, (a) 3 (b) 3 (c) 3;/(x) is continuous on (-oo, m).
3. (a) 0 (b) 0 (c) 0; Discontinuity at x : 3

5. (a) - 3 (b) 3 (c) Limit does not exist.
Discontinuity atx = 27.* s.*

11. Limit does not exist. The function decreases without bound as

x approaches -3 from the left.
13. - I 15. -rlx2 17. 512 19' 2

21. Limit does not exist. The function decreases without bound as

.x approaches z'from the left and increases without bound as x
approaches zfrom the right'

23. 8
25. Limit does not exist. The function approaches 5 from the left

side of 3 but approaches 6 from the right side of 3.

27, Discontinuous at.r : -2 and x : 2

29. Discontinuous at every integer
31. Continuous on [-7, Z] 33. Continuous on [- l, +]
35. Nonremovable discontinuity at -r : 0
37. Continuous for all real x
39, Nonremovable discontinuities at x = -2 and x : 2

41. Continuous for all real x

Answers to Odd-Numbered Exercises A35

4il. Nonremovable discontinuity at x : I
Removable discontinuitY at.x : 0

45. Continuous for all real x
47, Removable discontinuity atx: -2

Nonremovable discontinuity at x : 5

49, Nonremovable discontinuity atx: -7
51, Continuous for all real x
Sl. Nonremovable discontinu\ty al x = 2

55, Continuous for all real x
57. Nonremovable discontinuities at integer multiples of z/2
59. Nonremovable discontinuities at each integer
6t.

,\p..f(') : o

,rj5,/(,) : o
8 Discontinuity at x = -2

_10

63. a--7 65. a:2 67' a: -1, b: I
69, Continuous for all real .r
71. Nonremovable discontinuities at -r :
73. 0.5 75,

Nonremovable discontinuitY
at each integer

77. Continuous on (-oo, oo)
79. Continuous on the open intervals

(2,6),. . . .

81. The graph has a hole at x:0. The
graph appears to be continuous, but the
function is not continuous on [-4, +].4 It is not obvious from the graph that the
function has a discontinuity at x : 0'

&t. Because f(x) is continuous on the interval [t,2] and

f(l) -- 37/12 and f(2): -8/3' by the Intermediate Value
Theorem there exists a real number c in 11' z)such that/(c) = 0'

85. Because/(.x) is continuous on the interval [0, ?r'] and/(O) = - 3

and /(n) - 8.87, by the Intermediate Value Theorem there
exists a real number c in [0' z'] such that/(c) : 0.

87. 0.68, 0.6823 89. 0.56, 0.5636
sr. /(3) = 11 s3. f(2):4
95. (a) The limit does not exist at x : c.

(b) The function is not defined ar x : c.

(c) The limit exists, but it is not equal to the value of the

function atx -- c.
(d) The limit does not exist at x : c.

57. lf f and g are continuous for all real x, then so is/ * g (Theorem
1.1 I , part 2). However, f /g might not be continuous if g(x) = 0'
For example, let/(x) : x and g(x) : x2 - 1' Then/ and g are

continuous for all real x,butfl g is not continuous at 'r = + l'
99. True

(b)

Nonremovable discontinuity
alx:4

(-6, -2), (-2,2),


